Pencil & Coffee

6 ways to grow
your business using
linkedin

When it comes to B2B lead generation, LinkedIn is second to none. With so many high-level
executives and business professionals using the platform, there are more B2B opportunities
there compared to any other social network. And the numbers back this up!
LinkedIn is 277% more effective as a social network for B2B lead generation. More so than
the likes of Facebook and Twitter. That equates to 3x more return on marketing investment,
making it the perfect ch
choice as a B2B lead generation tool.

the numbers don’t lie
According to HubSpot’s research about using social media for lead generation for B2B,
LinkedIn was the most effective.

In addition to being the most effective social network for B2B leads, LinkedIn also has a large
user base which is growing fast. Almost half of LinkedIn’s 610 million users are active, and
40% of them are using the platform daily. That’s a staggering number and also those are not
your average social network users.
Up to 25% of LinkedIn users are senior-level influencers and decision-makers. With 92% of
Fortune 500 companies using LinkedIn, you have a much higher chance of getting noticed
by these type of people!

As we know there are lots of social networks out there, however LinkedIn alone is driving 46%
of social trafﬁc to all B2B sites and is responsible for 80% of B2B social lead generation.
Furthermore, LinkedIn has a 2.74% visitor-to-lead conversion rate. That’s 3.5x more than
Facebook. This goes to show in the B2B space LinkedIn is way ahead of it’s closest
competition. And if you’re not utilising this opportunity others will be taking it up on your
behalf (that is according to Hootsuite).
This success doesn’t seem to be slowing down for LinkedIn either. Between 2016 and 2018,
LinkedInv gained 123 million new users, As a comparison Twitter only gained 9 million users
between this time. With two new business professionals joining LinkedIn every second, the
opportunity is endless.
Now that you know how successful LinkedIn can be as a network for B2B lead generation.
Let’s show you 6 ways you could grow your business via LinkedIn.

why linkedin for prospecting & social selling?
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1. Automated prospecting with
personal linkedin profile
Sending LinkedIn invites, personal messages and follow-ups manually is a struggle for anyone
using LinkedIn for lead generation. You could be spending countless hours per month on these
tasks, and that’s where Pencil and Coffee can help. We’ll take care of this with our software
for you, so you can focus on your business and growing it!
With our LinkedIn automation tool we can generate 10x more LinkedIn leads, while reducing your
prospecting time by 80%.

generate up to
10x more leads,
and reduce
prospecting
time by 80%

2. sponsored linkedin ads
Although LinkedIn ads are more expensive than Facebook or Google ads, for B2B companies
the beneﬁt is you have access to a much better target audience.
At Pencil and Coffee we can help you reach your target audience on LinkedIn via the following
methods:

a. inmail messages

Source: Strategic-ic

With a 300 percent higher response rate than traditional cold emails and up to a staggering
25% of thosse messages receiving replies. What makes InMail better than regular email is
the fact that people receive hundred of emails per day compared to 2-3 InMails. Meaning
those InMails get much more attention than an email would.
In addition, you can buy ‘sponsored’ InMails that will get directly to the inboxes of the people
you’re targeting. Since people receive only one sponsored message every 45 days, these
InMails are very likely to get noticed.

b. text ads
Source: LinkedIn

If you have a tight budget but still want to take advantage of the B2B lead generation
opportunities on LinkedIn then Text Ads are a great alternative. These ads allow you to get
your message in front of the right people at a more affordable rate compared to Sponsored
InMail messages.
Pencil and Coffee can help by creating and managing these ads to ensure maximum ROI.

c. sponsored content
Source: b2bmarketing

You might have heard the saying being used by marketing agencies, that ‘content is king’.
That’s not entirely true, what we mean is that GOOD content is king. Good content is
something which adds value to your audience.

With the type of audience you have on LinkedIn, creating valuable content and then giving it
a paid boost is worth the effort.
At Pencil and Coffee we can help with creating content around your topics and giving it a
sponsored boost so that it reaches more people. Here’s just a few tips that can help you with
creating shareable content:
• Add a visually-enticing thumbnail to your content
• Create compelling headlines with clear value
• Ask people in your network to share your content
Here’s another thing to keep in mind, video content is likely to get 5x more engagement in the
form of comments. Here’s some tips for creating shareable video content on LinkedIn:
• Keep videos 1-2 minutes long to capture the attention of your audience
• Add subtitles to your videos, many people watch without sound
• Don’t over-produce your videos, as this makes them look less authentic

3. retargeting with linkedin
insights tag
Using the LinkedIn Insights Tag on your website we can track everything from conversions
to audience insights. This allows Pencil and Coffee to use retargeting marketing to ﬁnd similar
audiences’ to the people who visit your websites.
We will be able to use this to target leads outside of LinkedIn too. We can use this service to
help improve your lead nurturing process.

Source: LinkedIn

4. Content creation
High-quality content is a great way for you to build authority and get prospects to notice you
on LinkedIn. Things like case studies, articles, and podcasts will help establish yourself as the
expert in your ﬁeld.
Instead of having to create all this content yourself, we at Pencil and Coffee can help
create full content services to help establish a strong presence on LinkedIn for you. This is
useful for you more so, if you don’t have the time or an in-house team to do it.
Along with the content, we can help create a content strategy to help acheive your goals. This
includes everything from choosing topics, to the type of content to create, and where to post it.

5. automated content posting
Ensuring your LinkedIn account is regularly updated with content is paramount to ensuring a
successful content creation strategy. Publishing content, using tools like Buffer, Agorapulse
or Roosterly can help automate the process. If time is an issue Pencil and Coffee can help with
the creation and posting/scheduling of the content to make sure your account remains active.
Posting on LinkedIn regulalrly does pay off, according to LinkedIn, proﬁles that post new content
at least once per month can gain new followers up to 6x faster than proﬁles that don’t.

6. linkdein groups marketing
We know, LinkedIn groups aren’t as active as their Facebook counterparts. However, there are
lots of opportunities out there. Since LinkedIn groups are more ‘formal’, there are lots of
opportunities for B2B companies.
While LinkedIn groups weren’t closely regulated and were flooded with spam when they ﬁrst
came out. LinkedIn has made substantial changes. These groups are now private, and a limited
number of members can join them.
With more than 2 million active groups and more than 8,000 new groups created every week,
you can maximize your exposure by contributing in relevant groups. This can help you grow
your LinkedIn proﬁles faster, as proﬁles that engage in group discussion get 4x more proﬁle
views on average.
To make the most out of those LinkedIn groups, you need to participate and remember the
following:
• Help, don’t spam!
• Know the audience
• Check your spelling
• Don’t be salesy
• Read previous messages before you partcipate

remember!
Company Pages with complete proﬁles receive up to 2x more visitors. Make sure your pages
have the following:
• Logo
• Company description (use relevant keywords)
• Website URL
• Company size
• Industry
• Company type
• Location

about pencil and coffee
Pencil and Coffee is a digital marketing company,
our goal is simple - to bring more customers to you
consistently. Online marketing solutions to help
grow and scale your business.
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